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./' Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as far as practicable.
 

./' Attempt All questions,
 

./' The figures in the margin indicate Full Marks.
 

./' Assume suitable data ifnecessary.
 

1. a)	 Explain different generation of prograrriming languages. [4] 

b)	 Why do we need analysis and design before coding a program? [4] 

2.	 a) What do you mean by precedence and associativity of an operator? Explain with 
suitable example. [3] 

b)	 What are the differences between formatted and unformatted Input / Output. Give 
suitable example with sample output for the following: %10i, %3c, %-1 O.3f and %x. [1+4] 

3.	 a) What are the purpose of the continue statement? Within which control statements can 
continue statement be included? Compare with the break statement. [1 +2+2] 

b)	 Write a program to find the sum of series Sn = l:1/n 2 up to N term. [5] 

4.	 What is the meaning of function prototyping? Write a program to calculate the sum of the 
,	 series 1+11 +III + +up to N terms using recursive function. IfN is read as 5, the series 

is: 1+11+111+1111 +11111. [2+6] 

5.	 a) Explain with an example for compile time initialization of 2D array. Describe how 
compilier manages according to the number of initializers and size of an array given 
by a user in case of ID array. [2+3] 

b)	 Write a program to read a word from a main function, pass it into a function that will 
convert all of its characters into upper case if the first character is in lower case and 
into lower case if the first character is in upper case. Display the converted string from 

.main function.	 [5] 

6. a)	 Explain need of structures. How can we create and use a structure within another. [2+3] 

b)	 Explain dot and arrow operators for accessing the members of a structure. [3] 

7.	 a) If Ptr is a pointer to user defined type or basic type, by how many bytes is Ptr 
incremented when the statement Ptr++ is executed? [2] 

b)	 Write a C program that calls reverse array 0 to reverse the array and return the array 
and display the element of reversed array using pointer. [6] 

8.	 List different types of standard 1/0 used in C. Write a program to write name, roll no and 
age offive students into a disk file name "STUDENT.DAT". [2+6] 

9.	 a) Explain different types of goto statements in FORTRAN programming with suitable 
e.xamjle. Write a program to read n from user and display the sum of following series 
tIll n terms: 1+(1+2)+(1 +2+3)+(1 +2+3+4)+ n [4+4] 

b)	 Explain with suitable example to show how an Impiled Do loop works in FORTRAN. [4] 
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1.	 What is high level language? Write different types of high level programming languages with their 
examples. How compiler is different than assembler programming language? [1 +4+3] 

2.	 What is a pseudo code? How is it different from an algorithm? Draw the flowchart to solve lhe 
multiplication of two matrices.	 [1+2+5] 

3.	 Write a hierarchy of operations of the following expression in computer programming C: !EOF II 
B_Salary + Daily.Allowance > 8000&& eligible_code = = 111 neLpay>10000. Write different formatted 
input output used in For Tran programming language. [4+4] 

4.	 Write a program in C to calculate the frequency (F) for different values of capacitances(C), for a certain 
electrical circuit with an inductance (L) and resistance (R), the damped natural frequency is given 
by F = "'«l/L~) _(R2/4C2

)). It is required to study the variation of this frequency with capacitance 
starting from 0.01 to 0.1 in steps of 0.01, and calculation should be done using user defined function. [8] 

5.	 Write a syntax in C- programming with example of the following: "scanft 
, single statement 

"do... ~while", "strcpy", structures with arrays. [4x2] 

6.	 What are the rules that govern the passing of arrays to user defined functions? Compare "user defined 
function" and "switch" in C- programming language. [3+5] 

7. What are the importances of "Pointers" in C programming language? Write the output of the following 
program. [4+4] 

# include<stdio.h> 
# include<conio.h> 
void mainO 

{ int k; int a[] = {1, 2, 3}; int*b[3]; int **c[3]; 
int***d[3]; int****e[3]; int*****f[3]; 
clrscrO; 
for (k = 0;k<3; k++) 

{ b[k] = a + k; c[k] =b + k; d [k] = c + k; 
e [k] = d + k; f [k] = e + k; 

} 
for (k = 0;k<3; k++) 

} 

{ 

} 

printf("%3d", *b[k]; printf("%3d", **c[k]; 
printf("%3d", ***d[k]; printf("%3d", ****e[k]; 
printf ("%3d\n", *****f[k]; ® 

8. Write a program to read name and age of 10 diff~rent students as the two members of a structure named 
"students". Display the name and corresponding age of the students sorted in an alphabetical order. [8] 

9. What are the inputs and outputs functions used with data files? Explain, error handling process during 
reading and writing in a data files. [5+3] 

10. Write a program in ForTran to test whether the accepted year is leap year, or not. (Hint: A year is 
leap year if: the year is divisible by 4, but not by 100 or the year is divisible by 400) [8] 
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1.	 Differentiate between high level and ~ow level. Explain the steps of solving a problem 
using computer. [4+4] 

2.	 Consider a statement 

scanf("%sH,str) ;
 

Where str is a string variable
 

In above statement, why '&' symbol is not used? Can we input string with space in this
 
statement? Ifnot, why?	 [4] 

3.	 Write a program in C to find all possible roots ofa quadratic equation ax2+bx+c=O. [8] 

4.	 Write down significance of main( ) function in C. Differentiate between pass by value 
and pass by reference arguments. Describe both with meaningful example. [2+6] 

5.	 Explain how array can be passed to functions. Write a program that passes an array to a 
function and print the largest and smallest element. [2+6] 

6.	 How are. structures different from arrays? Create a structure in C to store the name of a 
batsman, runs scored and no of times the batsman in dismissed. In the program, read the 
data of five players and display the batting average of the player whose name is entered 
by the user. Batting average is given by totaLruns/totaLdismissals. [2+6] 

7.	 Write down advantages of pointer. What type of arithmetic operations can be 
implemented in pointer? Also describe the relationship between array and pointer with 
appropriate syntax and examples. [2+3+3] 

8.	 Write a program in C, to read the following information for 96 students. 

Student Name, Student roll number, Marks obtained(in 100) 

Record all data in "ioe.txt" file, and program should print roll number and name of 
student who have obtained greater than or equal to 40 marks.	 [8] @ 

9.	 Rewrite the following source code correcting any error present in it. Also indicate the 
error corrected in comment. Then write the output of the program. [4+4] 



Ilprogr~ to ?onvert list of temperatures
 
Ilin Centigrade to Fahrenheit
 
finclude stdio.h;
 
int main ()
 
{ 

int i, n=3; 
float celc(n}, faren[n}; 
for(i=O; i<n; i++) 

print (-Celc[%d}=ff)
 
scanf(-%dff , celc[i]);
 

} 

convert (celc, faren, n); 
for(i=O; i<n; i++) print(faren[i); 
break; 

} ; 

void con'1er.tf,:float ce'l [J, float far [j, int n) 
{ 

for(i=D; i<n; i++) ce12far(far(i}, cel(ij); 
I ; 
cel2far(float f, float c)
 
{ f = 9/S*c+3?; };
 

10.	 How are do-loops used in FORTRAN? Explain with example. Compare it with implied 
do-loop. Write a FORTRAN program to read ten integer numbers, store them in array, 
arrange them in ascending order and display the sorted list. [1+1+6] 

11. What is the syntax of two dimensional arrays in FORTRAN? Explain with example. [4] 
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1.	 a) Define software. Explain its types. [3] 
b) What are the steps required to develop a computer program? Explain. [5] 

2.	 a) What are relational operators and assignment operators? Explain with examples. [3] 
b)	 Rewrite the following program by correcting any syntactical errors, if present. Also 

show the output of the corrected code. [3+2] 

4IlncJude <stdio.h>
 
int main ().
 
{
 

float root, int i = 1;
 
do { sum =2i - };
 

print ("\t%d\n", sum)~ 
i *= 5/3; .
 

} while (sum <;:;:L5)
 
root = pow (i, 112);
 
print ("\n%.3F', root);
 
return void;
 

} 

3.	 a) Write a program to read the number until - 1 is encountered. Also count the number of 
even number and odd numbers entered by the user. [6] 

b) Distinguish between break and continue statement with example. [4] 

4.	 a) Explain how function is defined in C? Differentiate call by value and call by 
reference. - [1 +2] 

b)	 Write a program using a function that returns the largest number from an array of 
numbers that is passed to the function. [5] 

5.	 a) How are one dimensional and two dimensional arrays created in C? Explain with 
examples. [2+2] 

b)	 Write a C program to read two matrices from user, add them and display the result in 
matrix form. [6] 

6.	 What do you mean by nested structures? Give suitable example. Write a program to read 
the heights of two students and display the difference between their heights. Use feet and 
inches as members of a structure to define height. [2+6] 

7.	 a) Compare array and pointer with example. [3] 
b)	 Write a program to read a string from user and use a user defined function to copy the 

content of the read string into another character array changing lower case letter to 
upper if any. Use pointer to process the string. [5] 

8.	 Write a program to read the details of book authors and write it to a file, until the user 
confirms to end. Then read and display the nth record in the file, where n is read from the 
user. The data for authors must be represented by structures that contain name, nationally 
and number of books published. [8] 

9.	 a) Explain the FORTRAN structure. What are data types in FORTRAN. [2+2] 
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1.	 a) What is mean by compilation? What is mean by interpretation? How do these two 
processes differ? (.4]l 

b) Define programming language? What are the features of good computer program? (1 +3] 

2. a) What are preprocessor directives? Explain constants and variables.	 [2+2] 

b)	 Write syntax and example offollowing statements/functions: [1 ><4] 
i) printf 
ii) getch 
iii) scanf 
iv)long 

3.	 What are control statements? Illustrate nested IF statement with its flowchart. Write a 
. . N(N +1) 

program to calculate the senes: lxl0+Jx20+6x30+ + ' x10N, where N is .	 . . . 2 

apinteger term read from the keyboard.	 [2+2+6] 

4.	 a) Write a program to display Armstrong nun:bers between the range entered by a user 
and also display their counts. You must use a function to check for Armstrong 
numbers and display them from main. [4] 

b)	 What do you mean by nested function and recursive function? Give an example of 
recursive function. [2+2] 

5 ...~a)~Write aC progranl to read a string and display its reverse. Use user defined function 
to count number of characters in it and to reverse it. . [4] 

b) Write an algorithm to insert a value in an array at a position givenby user.	 [4] 
~, 

6. a) What is a tag? Must a tag be included in a structure type definition? Must a tag be 
~ included in a structure variable declaration? Explain. [1+ 1+2J 

b)	 Write a C program that reads several different names and address using structure 
computer, rearrange the names into alphabetical order and write out alphabetical list. [4] 

7.	 Illustrate with example that "Array is indirectly a pointer". ·Write program to calculate 
sum and average of integer numbers between M and N (where value of M and N are read 
from keyboard) using pointer. [4+4] 

8.	 Write aprogram to continuously read name, age and salary ~f a worker and 'ivrite jt into a 
file until user confirms to end. Then read n from user and display the nth record in the fJle. 
Details ofv/orker must be representee! by a structure.' [7J 

9. a) Compare arithmetic and logical jf statements in FORTRAN. ~	 [7i 

b)	 Wrik a FO]?TRAJ..J progr2n1 to display nature of roots cf 2'. q'!,-Jadratic 
Calculate and disp12.,y t})E' ]'0c,tE:, if they are ·[··ea} an.d equ81. . 


